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By Muema

This issue, we are proud to feature Rissa

Garcia, the hardest working woman in Dance

Music! Inspired by Danny Tenaglia’s residency

at Club Vinyl, Rissa went on to DJ, produce,

remix, start a record label and form Dancing

Room Only, her NYC residency. What follow’s is

a chat with Rissa about clubbing past, present

and future. Thursday she’ll DJ alongside

Jellybean Benitez, followed by an all night

set January 18th and closing the month out

with Tedd Patterson on Jan 25th. Be sure to

check out Rissa at Le Bain with Ultra Nate

January 12th, celebrating Cielo Club’s 15th

Anniversary with Kenny Dope and Hector Romero

Sat Jan 20th and then closing the month out at

Good Room with Danny Krivit January 26th.
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Tell us about your party Dancing Room Only.

Well, Dancing Room Only started as a concept

back in 2015. We started out very small, with

the first event being in the back room at a

bar called the Grahm in Williamsburg. After

that we held one in the Halcyon Shop space at

Output Club. Fortunately months later, the

stars aligned and I had an opportunity to do a

somewhat monthly Thursday event at Cielo,

which lasted a little over a year but we

wanted to do some weekend nights as well so we

decided to bounce around to other clubs. We’ll

be at Le Bain every once in a while at the

Standard Hotel, Black Flamingo, and most

recently we partnered with our friends at

Forward Disco and had Mood II Swing at Good

Room, which turned out to be a really great

party.

What was the inspiration behind the party?

For me, it was going out, seeing the crowds or

even videos online, and people weren’t

dancing. They were more focused on the DJ just

staring at them in awe or filming. So to

combat today’s more standing room only club

experience I decided to create a brand called

“Dancing Room Only”.







When you go to a party like 718 Sessions

(which is my favorite party and one of my

inspirations) it has that old New York City

vibe. You have people from all different walks

of life, age groups, cultures, etc.

…..everybody dancing and having a good time.

You don't see a lot of videos being filmed

throughout the crowd. Everybody's connecting

with each other. You look across the room,

they're smiling, you’re smiling and you’re on

the same level…..they love the music and

they’re there to just dance, and that's it.

And that’s the kind of party I truly enjoy and

want to try to continue for generations on.

For me, a lot of that was missing in today's

parties; the younger kids were experiencing

music and club land in a different way.

They're not there so much to dance, they're

there to just be there…. because it's cool or

“lit” as they say. But they're not

experiencing the party, they're with their

phones, posting every five minutes letting

everyone know how cool they are…lol. It's not

so much about the music and dancing so much as

the DJs or event name and the hype surrounding

it.







Tell us about Rissa. How did you get started in

dance music? Talk to us about the beginning. How

did you discover this music?

It's always been around me growing up in the 80s

and 90s but I finally truly fell in love with

this music and culture when I went to Club Vinyl

with Danny Tenaglia. The music, the lights (Ariel

of course) the vibe was everything….and that was

it, I was like, "Wow, this is what I've been

searching for but didn’t know existed, I got that

feeling."

I remember walking to the club and as you got

closer the anticipation grows and you start to

get butterflies because you know it's just going

to be such an amazing night. Goosebumps just

thinking about it…That was for me . . . people

talk about the Paradise Garage, and Larry Levan?

Danny was my Larry Levan, and Vinyl was my

Paradise Garage.





Then after Club Vinyl closed, where did your

musical journey take you?

I went out here and there, but I wasn't getting

that energy I was craving. Then finally Gabe, or

"Silverbull" as they call him, told me about

Benny Soto and Danny Krivit's party 718 Sessions.

I was like, "All right, I'll check it out."

Finally, I went, and I was like, "ahhh there it

is again.” That old feeling that a lot of people

talk about, but you just can’t describe.

When you feel it, you know.

From there on I started going to 718 Sessions on

a regular basis and can probably count on one

hand the amount of times I missed it throughout

the last 14 years.

It's one of the few parties one could frequent

and know that you’re going to get that amazing

energy that leaves you feeling blissful for

days…. You can go with friends or go alone, it

doesn’t matter because you know know you're going

to see all the people you know … like a party at

home with friends only it’s in a club.





Yeah, it feels like home. Talk to us about ...

the current state of the scene in general, and

the current state of the scene in New York. How

has it changed? What are your observations?

Well, first of all, everything's mainly in

Brooklyn now. That's the first big change for me,

especially because I live in Manhattan, and it's

like a troop and a half for me to get to these

parties….lol.

And as I mentioned earlier, the whole reason

people go out these days is different. When I

first started going out, it wasn't about going to

see big superstar DJ's. You heard of a club, you

heard the music was good there and you went. You

didn't really focus too much on what the DJ's

name was, you just knew you could go to that

club, you could dance, and have a good time. You

can have the same DJ every week and the club

would be packed. People didn’t care so much

about who was playing the music they only cared

if the music was good. These days, its about the

new trendy DJ being flown in from some country

every week. There are no more resident DJs with a

few exceptions, no more all night sets and even

fewer are the amount of DJs that could even play

one. I would rather see my tried and true NYC djs

every week then majority of these so called DJs

that can’t maintain a dance floor for more than

an hour.





As EDM, electronic dance music, and UDM,

underground dance music. You talked about the

middle space. Talk to us about that again. How

would you call that, and how would you define it?

I call it the “commercial underground”. These are

the big DJ's playing the big stages, they get all

the hype and the PR, the features, the big plugs,

Mag interviews and all those things.

They’re not commercial artists in the sense

they’re playing commercial music, but more in the

sense they’re playing a lot of the big consumer

events. Where, for the most part, people aren’t

as educated musically as may be an underground

nightclub. The commercial underground audiences,

to me are victims of group think. This magazine

said they’re good, Resident Advisor says they're

good, XLR8R says they're good, so now they must

be good.





What advice would you give to the next generation

of club kids?

It would be the same thing that I was told when I

was young, respect the culture. Learn your roots.

Respect why you do what you do and understand

it’s a privilege to be able to do it.

There's a true meaning behind what a DJ is, that

many don’t understand. “A real D.J. is part

shaman, part tech-wizard, part crowd

psychologist, all artist. Many people claim the

title but far fewer embody it”- SELWYN SEYFU

HINDS. There are so many people that want to be a

"DJ" because they see the glamour behind it. Oh,

learn this software/ technology, I can party and

get paid? That's awesome I want to do that. They

look to fill their ego and want to become the

next superstar DJ, but for those that truly love

what we do, your love for music is the only

reason why you should want to do this. I remember

in the Netflix series The Get Down, when

Grandmaster Flash is talking to the younger DJ

coming up, "Music is the only reason" and that

struck a chord with me.

So that is what I would tell people that want to

get into this…that same stuff that was told to

me. Make sure you're doing it for the right

reasons. Keep it about the music, like Frankie

Knuckles said, "As soon as you think you're

bigger than the music, you're done." You can fake

a lot of things but you can’t fake that

feeling….the “heads” will always know.







I remember Tenaglia always got on the mic at

Vinyl, and he always used to say, "I'm just a

messenger….. I may be playing the music, but It's

not about me…. it about us.” The same way one

would go to church and hear the preacher. He's

not God, he's just a messenger relaying god’s

message.

To the next generation of club kids… if the music

is good…..dance!

What’s next?

We're hosting a month long weekly resident series

at Black Flamingo, so every Thursday in January

with myself and some special guest. This week we

have Jellybean Benitez, followed by an all night

set from yours truly January 18th and closing the

month out with Tedd Patterson on Jan 25th.

For myself as a DJ, aside from Dancing Room Only,

I’ll also be joining a bunch of my favorite DJs

throughout January including Le Bain w/Ultra Nate

January 12th, celebrating Cielo Club’s 15th

Anniversary with Kenny Dope and Hector Romero Sat

Jan 20th and then closing the month out at Good

Room with Danny Krivit January 26th.







Calls to Action: 

Get in Touch

Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/rissagarcianyc

https://www.facebook.com/DancingRoomOnlyNYC

Twitter

https://twitter.com/rissagarcianyc

https://twitter.com/dancinroomonly

Instagram

https://www.instagram.com/rissancr

Blog

http://dancinroomonlynyc.com/

http://rissagarcia.com/

YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCLUczX06laKWbRhOo2A

dSFQ

Beatport

https://www.beatport.com/artist/rissa-garcia/167228

Traxsource

https://www.traxsource.com/artist/108433/rissa-

garcia

Soundcloud

https://soundcloud.com/rissa

Bookings

info@rissagarcia.com
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